flocks and swarms to synthesise their emergent properties into groups of autonomous vehicles. Particle swarm optimisers (PSO) can be used for graph
INTRODUCTION
cumbersome. Exhaustive search techniques that involve the generation of permutations and the testing and simulation of Graphs have been used in many disciplines to describe the each solution becomes computationally extensive. Recently, configuration of various multi-agent network systems. In the soft computing methodologies have been proposed to solve computer graphics industry, graphs are used to construct the combinatorial optimisation and permutation problem for complex shapes from vertices and faces. The collection of large-scale populations. In [15] , a Hopfield-style neural vertices, edges and faces describe the abstract properties of network was described for structural matching and the graph and can be regarded as a multi-agent system. A identification for isomorphic structures. Identification of significant area of research in the computer graphics industry isomorphisms using neural-net style approaches can be highly is the transformation and reconfiguration of these graphs to effective for abstract shape descriptors and pattern animate objects between poses. The transition between classification. A more popular approach to the combinatorial graphs is known as graph morphing and has application into optimisation problem is to use a heuristic search algorithm many other areas including distributed network systems. based on evolutionary search strategies.
Numerous
Graphs have also been a popular choice for roboticists and evolutionary techniques exist to find 'optimal' permutations control systems engineers to model the configuration of efficiently. One such approach is genetic algorithms. multi-agent robotics and teams of vehicles. In multi-vehicle Genetic algorithms have become a popular choice for many systems, a graph describes the formation of agents across a researchers for its relative simplicity and natural coding of Euclidean space and the graph morphing, the transition of permutations sets. In genetic algorithms, each potential vehicles between formations. In recent years, engineers and solution is represented by a string of variables that describe a scientists have attempted to model the behaviour of natural permutation to the problem. Initially, a population of such permutations is described and randomly subject to Darwinian of nodes in the network. The formation reconfiguration style selection processes to eventually 'evolve' an optimal problem addressed in this paper is modelled as a graph morph solution. A distinct advantage of this approach is the between two distinct graph configurations. In the following naturally discrete representation of a permutation set. section, a brief introduction into graph theory is presented to Various authors have used genetic algorithms and similar familiarise the reader with the concepts of graph modelling. evolutionary search strategies in this approach [1, 8] . A A graph G is a pair (V, E) that consists of a set of vertices downfall of the proposed genetic algorithm architecture V = {v1 , , v, }, or nodes, and a set of edges E ci V x V. permutation searches is the relatively long convergence 2 n times. Genetic algorithms require several operators that can Each agent in the system can be viewed as a node in the be computationally involved. In addition, the genetic graph G, and the set of edges as the adjacency and algorithm may fail to converge to the global optimum if the connectivity of neighbouring agents. To distinguish the initial population is not significantly divergent.
vehicles in the group and simplify notation, the A recently developed heuristic search technique based on set I = {1,2, ... , n} is used to define the indices of the elements evolutionary search strategies is particle swarm optimisation.
ofV. Particle swarm optimisers are computationally simpler than
In this paper, planar graphs are used to describe the genetic algorithms and have been proven to be comparable to distribution of agents in R2. A planar graph is a graph that the performance of genetic algorithms. The concept of can be projected onto a plane [17] with each vertex particle swarm optimisers is based on the foraging techniques representing a distinct point in the plane that corresponds to of natural flocks and birds. Unlike the genetic algorithm the position of a vehicle i The construction of a planar graph representation, the search space of particle swarm optimisers partitions the plane into a set of connected regions called is continuous. Solutions are represented by each agent in the faces f1, . Each face is constructed from three adjacent swarm. Each agent is then allowed to 'fly' through the solution space and eventually converge to the global pointsi,],ktoformatriangulatedsurface. Triangulationsare optimum. Unfortunately, the continuous search space of a useful and common way to represent and parameterise particle swarm optimisers is not compatible to the complex formations and have been used extensively in discreteness of permutation problems since a permutation of computer animations and modelling [17] . The T Finally, a brief demonstration of the capabilities of the aUk = k-q,) S(q1-q) (3) particle swarm optimiser to find optimal graph permutations where is presented and compared to exhaustive search techniques. Other shape deviation variables can be used to describe The triangulated planar graphs described in the previous permutation invariant shapes such as Fourier descriptors [7] section can be used to model the topological distribution and and integral invariants. shape of a given formation of agents. Consider two planar
The edge and face deviation variables provide a measure of graphs G1 and G2 with a correspondence between the pair of the degree of conformity of the edges and faces between the vertex sets. The two planar graphs are compatible (i.e. two graphs G1 and G2 and describe a scalarised metric of the isomorphic) if they are topologically equivalent.
shape of G1 and G2 . and combinatorial optimisation problems of mobile networks.
|v, (k + 11 =k (12) In conventional PSO algorithms, the velocity of a particle is max vg (k + i)( updated according to equation 9. kth -position Each particle in the modified PSO encodes a permutation /iT of the set of objects. Initially, the particles (or permutations) are randomly generated. At each time step, the objects within each encoded particle are reordered according to a velocity update rule. Based on the magnitude of the velocity, objects are reordered to form a permutation approaching the global 6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS best or local best of each particle. This is analogous to the principles of traditional PSO algorithms.
The modified PSO algorithm was applied to the graph Each particle is encoded as a potential ordering of objects morphing problem described in section 3 and compared to an in the set. The specific location along the string of values exhaustive search technique. A recursive call algorithm was corresponds to a predefined position in the final used to generate all possible permutations for a set ofn agents configuration. For example, an object located 5th along the and simulated to evaluate the associated cost for the string of values corresponds to the 5th position in the final transformation. This approach yielded the exact optimal configuration. solution and provided a benchmark for the developed PSO At each time step, each particle's position is updated by algorithm. The simulations were programmed in the evaluating the distance measure of the particle from its MATLAB environment operating on a P4 2.80GHz processor personal best and the global best according to equation 10 with 512MB RAM. Table 1 demonstrates the computational and equation 11. The maximum of these values is then used time required to generate each permutation of n -sized sets to normalise the velocity between the intervals |v| = [o,i] . The using a computational time of 0.4 milliseconds as required by normalised velocity influences the probability of an object MATLAB. Fig. 4 shows the paths traced by each agent
In the experiments that follow, a maximum set size of 9 for the 5-agent simulation to the optimal positions in the final agents are used to compare the 'brute' force technique to the graph configuration.
PSO algorithm. At set sizes greater than 9 (n > 9 ), memory 
